The optimal minimum time control (i.e. bang-bang controller) is applied to the fast reaction missile defense problem. From Pontryagin, the optimal control was determined to be a function of the in the minimization of the Hamiltonian [ 11. The control may also be posed either as a function of time or as a function of the states. The state space can be partitioned into regions, surfaces and curves where the optimal control action is either its maximum plus or minus N.
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The optimal minimum time control (i.e. bang-bang controller) is applied to the fast reaction missile defense problem. From Pontryagin, the optimal control was determined to be a function of the in the minimization of the Hamiltonian [ 11. The control may also be posed either as a function of time or as a function of the states. The state space can be partitioned into regions, surfaces and curves where the optimal control action is either its maximum plus or minus N.
In missile simulation problems, the method of adjoints [2] is often used in parametric studies of errors and miss distance. This technique is used here to help one visualize the solution trajectory and families of optimal trajectories for all possible initial conditions. The system and optimization problem is defined as From Pontryagin we find we can minimize J by minimizing the Hamiltonian H=1+plx2+p2u.
This is minimum when U is operating at its maximum possible value and with opposite the sign of the adjoint p. Thus we have
where
This has a solution PI =c1
A typical solution would appear as seen in Figure. 1. Figure. 1.
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Note that from the adjoint solution, the control may change sign only once. We would like to solve this problem for all possible initial conditions and only one terminal condition (x(t+O). Hence it makes sense to look at this problem in negative time (adjoint), starting from the end point of motion. From the uniqueness theorem in ordinary differential equations, only two trajectories can emanate from the origin; one for -N and one for +N. In this 2nd order example, our solution is constrained to the XI, x2 plane. These negative time trajectories divide the state space (here a plane) into two parts as shown in Figure 2 .
I
Figure. 2
Solution trajectories emanating from these curves constitute all possible solutions for all possible initial conditions. This is shown in Figure 3 . The control, U, may be defined for a bang-bang control system as +N, where N is the maximum allowable control effort. Given any starting values for the states, there are only two possible paths for the states to take, one corresponding to U = +N, and one corresponding to U = -N. If we desire to drive all states to zero, and we know that we can only apply U = f N , Figure 3 shows the paths followed by the states given various starting values. This system has a solution
where $I = eA', and A = jieAtBdt.
( 1 1) Expanding and evaluating we find A2 is the zero matrix and all higher orders of A will also be the zero matrix. The solution is then or in scalar equations
These equations describe the states as a function of time given any initial conditions and the fixed control effort, U. We may now treat this as a boundary value problem and analytically solve for switching times of the control. Since the control is piecewise constant, (fN), we can separate the problem and match boundary values at the point where U changes sign. Our boundary value problem can be stated in such a way as to supply simplifying boundary conditions. i.e. setting final values to zero. Optimal control theory tells us that for a 2nd order system with real eigenvalues there will be at most one switching, at the change from u = +N to u = -N, or visa versa.
We separate this system into two boundary value problems with the f i t from point a to point b, and the second from point c to point d as seen in Since the only difference between segments bc and cd is the sign of the applied control effort, these segments are mirror images of each other in time and spatial coordinates. Solving (13) for the time to move from point b to point c we find t, -t, = t, -t,, = i 1 y .
We are interested in the t i m e needed to travel from point a to point b, (tl). The boundary conditions are xl(0) = positive, xz(0) = positive. We solve (14) for tl and we find (17) (1 8)
+a.
for xl(0) = positive.
A simulation of this second order system using (17) and (18) showed that starting from any positive xl(0). and with any magnitude of the control effort 0, a single switch of control effort at drives our states to the origin of the phase plane at tf.
nd Order S w
We can s o l v e 2 y s t e m for the 2nd order switching curve that separates the two sections of the state space by defining the zero trajectories emanating from the origin (Figure 2 ).
Using the (13) and (14) with U = kN, and choosing the end conditions so that xl(tf) = x~(Q) = 0 we have . .
Solving for t
Substituting this into (19) and solving x:(t) o= x,(t)i-.
2N
This describes the parabolas passing through the origin for U = f N . The forward time parabolas can be isolated to give a switching function
By modifying the simulation to use the switching law of (23) we find that our system states are driven to the origin of the phase plane. One must devise means of shutting off the control at the origin (4). Chatter or limit cycle occur unless different control logic is applied at the origin. angle from missile to target, ym is the angle of the missile velocity, yt is the angle of.the target velocity, and all angles are relative to an inertial reference as seen in Figure 5 . The missile accelerations are perpendicular to ym.
The control is to drive the line of sight rate (6) and it's derivative (6) to zero in minimum time. The system dynamics are shown in Figure 6 . All angles, their derivatives, range and closing velocities are calculated analytically from the system states. 6 and 6 were obtained analytically. Kalman or Luenberger Observers may be used in actual practice.
Observer Switching
Yl -cos(y,) 9 1 Figure 6 .
The switching law from (23) is adjusted for the sign convention of this simulation and is implemented as
The control was designed on the basis of a x 2 plant. The true dynamics are much more complex but this simple model works quite well. Running the simulation we find that the controller does drive 6 and 6 to zero until intercept is reached (Figure 7) . We will now expand our efforts to a 3rd order control system so that we are interested in a three dimensional space that can be divided by curves and surfaces into separate regions of control effort. Our 3rd order example is
Minimizing the Hamiltonian and solving the system we find
p3 =+c,t2-c2t+c3.
From the adjoint solution the control may switch no more than twice. Again tracing this problem in negative time we may follow the zero trajectory curves out from the origin with f N control. These curves, or parabolas, are now in three dimensional space. Intersecting these zero trajectory curves are an infinite number of curves making a surface, and leading off from this surface the infinite number of trajectories lead to the initial conditions. Therefore in forward time, starting from an initial condition, U = +N can drive the system to intersection with a surface at bwlr U = -N will then drive the system along the surface to intersection with the zero trajectory curve at kw2, and U = +N will finally drive the system to the origin. The 3rd order system, although piecewise continuous, is not easily broken into several simple boundary value problems. We can develop the 3rd order switching curves by solving (25) to get and so that or in scalar equations xl(t) = x 1 ( o ) + t x 2~~) + + t 2 X , ( o ) +~t 3 U ( o ) (32)
In order to find boundary conditions to solve the system we must run the system backwards from the origin in negative time. Substituting t = -t and solving for the scalar equations in negative time we calculate the state values along the U = +N zero trajectory curve, and from there along the U = -N trajectory curves for fixed values oft. Using these known values as boundary conditions we can solve for the switching curves x:
A simulation of this 3rd order model shows that using the switching law, (37), drives the states to the origin (Figure 8) . The meathod of adjoints as used in missile design can be derived from mamx algebra. We have A=Ax+Bu y = cx.
We will give the adjoint equations and then relate them to the (40)
above. Theyare
We will assume for the moment that y. U, and r are scalars.
Later we will allow them to be vectors and argue the scalar results to be valid via superposition. We will relate the transfer functions and for forward time and adjoint systems respectively. Let us take the transpose of (43) and also realize it is a scalar gives
Y(s)/R(s) =[Y(s)/R(s)]'
The inverse of a transpose equals the transpose of an inverse giving
which is identical to (42), and hence the response of the adjoint is identical to the response of the original system. Here the adjoint time, z= t, -t.
A simpMd missile target encounter in two dimensions may be defined with constant x velocities for both the missile and the target.
Range may now be defined as a function of time. The signal flow diagrams for forward and adjoint time are given in Figure 9 .
The Adjoint solution as shown in Figure 10 , gives the miss distance at the final time for the final time varying fmm zero to four seconds. This gives the family of final time miss distance solutions.
In forward time, you would have to run the program many times for each of the various desired final times.
This adjoint formulation lends itself well to analyzing some optimization problems, those where tf is free and the terminal state is constrained to a point, curve or surface. From Pontryagin the control is a function of the homogeneous adjoint (see ( The adjoint allows one to generate optimum solutions (i.e. switching surfaces) for all possible initial conditions. The forcing impulses passed through an integrator gives our saturation type of optimal control ( f N) .
From our second order example, the optimum switching in negative tim from the terminal state at the origin is The trajwxy constraint yields . . .
